0.145 m

0.26 m - light olive gray, massive calcareous clay, forams 1-2%.

26-42 cm - same calc-clay with darker gray Mn-oxides (?) dispersed throughout, especially in burrows. Forams less abundant.

42-54 cm - returns more Mn-free calc-clay, forams < 1%

54-55.5 cm - .5 mm thick, Mn-rich layer (horizontal), slightly diffuse contact

55.5-57 cm - more light olive gray calc-clay, some Mn-rich (?) burrows 65-75 cm; forams 1%

57-123 cm - more Mn-rich (?) internal (especially in burrows), forams 1-2% light gray calc-clay.

123-155 cm - slightly less Mn-rich (?) calc-clay.

0-55 cm